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· Abstract
Parallel graph reduction is an attractive implementation for functional programming languages because of its
simplicity and inherently distributed nature. This paper outlines some of the issues raised by parallel compiled
graph reduction, and presents the approach we have adopted for our parallel machine, GRIP.
We concentrate on two main areas:
" Static and dynamic techniques to control the growth of parallelism, so as to provide enough parallelism of an
appropriate granularity to keep the machine busy without swamping it.
• Dynamic techniques to exploit the memory hierarchy, so that frequently-referenced data is held near to the
processor that references it.

1. Introduction
Graph reduction is an attractively simple foundation for the execution of functional programs on parallel
hardwarf!eytB7:a. In this paper we raise some of the key issues involved in the implementation of a parallel graph
reduction machine, with particular emphasis on performance. Based on our experience with the GRIP project, we
also describe our current design decisions.
There are substantial communication and administration overheads to be paid for parallel execution. The main
problems are
• The overheads of creating a new task. This involves not only the creation of a task descriptor. but also the
insidious cost of packaging the work so that it can be communicated to an independent agent.
• The synchronisation costs involved when tasks communicate with each other.
• The danger of memory overflow due to the unrestricted growth of partly-completed tasks.
• Most serious of all, the loss of locality caused when one processor executes a task whpse data is local to a
different processor.
These issues raise two broad design questions. which are echoed by all parallel graph reduction systems of whicb
we are aware:
.. When should a new task be created? Enough parallelism is required to keep the machine busy • btU excc:uive
parallelism only increases the. overheads without providing any new opportunities for increased perfomunce.

"High-Performance Parallel Graph Reduction" by S.L. Peyton Jones, C. Clack, and J. Salldld from Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 365-Proc. Parallel Architectures and Languages. Europ~ (PAR1J! '_89), 1989, pp. 193-206. Copyright 1989 SpringerVerlag, repnnted w1th penrussmn.
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• How can locality be achieved? We want to make effective use of the memory hierachy provided by the
underlying architecrure. which invari~bly provides a latency/size spectrum in which fast memory is provides
only limited storage. and bulk storage IS slow.
The paper comprises three pans. We begin with an overview of the GRIP systems architecture. to provide a
concrete basis for the rest of the paper. This is followed by two main sections which address the design questions
raised above.
The ideas we discuss represent the current state of our thinking. but we have not yet completed the compiler and
system software based on these ideas. As a result. we make many conjectures. but are unable to suppon them with
hard perfonnance measurements. something which will be corrected in future papers.

2. Parallel compiled graph reduction on GRIP
In this section we present the mechanisms that enable parallel compiled graph reduction to be perfonned on GRIP.
We discuss both hardware and software system architecture and then introduce the key features of the vinual
machine. Further details can be found elsewheref>eytS7b,PeytSSa. In order to provide a specific context within
which to discuss the issues of parallel graph reduction. we begin with a brief overview of the system architecture of
our parallel graph reduction machine, GRIP.

2.1 Overview ofGR1P system archirecrure
2.1.1 Hardware architecrure
The GRIP hardware consists of:
• up to eighty M68020 Processing Elements (PEs). each with one megabyte of private memory .
• up to twenty microprogrammable Intelligent Memory Units (lMUs), each with 5 megabytes of globallyaddressable memory (upgradable to 20 megabytes when 4Mbit RAl\.1S are available);
• a high-bandwidth packet-switched bus which interconnects the components.

GRIP provides a shared-memory architecture in which the globally-addressable heap is held in the L>vrus. The
IMUs support a range of memory operations which manipulate heap-structured data. thus localising all the lowlevel synchronisation and heap-management operations. They may alternatively be re-programmed, for example to
support the memory operations required for a parallel logic languageReynS8a. This shared-memory approach
allows us to concentrate initially on the challenges of parallel graph reduction, whereas a distributed-memory
architecrure would force us first to solve the problem of achieving a high degree of locality.
The following range of operations is supported by our current IMU microcode:
• Variable-sized graph nodes may be allocated and initialised.
o

Garbage collection is perfonned autonomously by the IMUs in parallel with graph reduction, using a variant of
Baker's real-time collectorBake78a. -

• Each IMU maintains a pool of executable tasks. Idle processors poll the IMUs in search of these tasks.
• Synchronised access to graph nodes is supported. A lock bit is associated with each unevaluated node, which is
set when the node is first fetched. Any subsequent attempt to fetch it is refused. and a task descriptor is
automatically attached to the node.
When the node is overwritten with its evaluated fonn (using another lMU operation). any task descriptors
anached to the node are automatically put in the task pool by the IMU.
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2.1.2 System software
GRIP spends most of its resources performing graph reduction. but there are also several administrative activities
such as program loading, input and output and garbage collection. In panicular, there is exactly one system
manager {which can reside on any PE) which is responsible for global resource-management policy decisions.
We could assign a separate PE to each of these activities, but many of them have rather a low duty-cycle so that the
PE would be idle much of the time. This would be panicularly serious in a small GRIP with only a few PEs. Each
processor therefore runs a small special-purpose multi-tasking operating system called GLOS, which allows a
single processor to be multiplexed between graph reduction and administrative activities.

22 Compiled graph reduction
Our first model for parallel reduction was an interpretive one called the four-stroke reduction engineCtac86a, and
we now have a running parallel implementation of this machine.

In the last few years, much progress has been made on compiled graph-reduction techniques for sequential
processors, so that the functional program is compiled to native machine code, with substantial performance
improvements over interpretive methodsPeytS7a. Generally speaking. these effons have been reponed in the form
of the design of an abstract machine for executing functional programs; examples include the G-machine.Jobo87a.
TimFairS7a, the Oregon G-machine chipKiebS7a, the Spineless G-machine.BuroSSa, and the Spineless Tagless Gmachine1Peyt89•. The best of these implementations produce programs which run at speeds broadly competitive
with compiled imperative languages 2•
The time is now ripe to extend this compiler technology to parallel machines. We are currently in the midst of
extending the Spineless Tagless G-machine in this way, and the ideas in this paper have grown out of this work.
The details of this abstract machine are beyond the scope of this paper, but for our present purposes the following
are the key features:
• The functional program is lambda-lifted as usual, and then compiled to native machine code.
• Evaluation takes place with the aid of a stack to hold intermediate results.

2 3 Tasks and concurrency - a model for parallel graph reduction
The functional program is held as a graph in the heap. E;o:ecution proceeds by reductions, which transform the
graph to a simpler form. Each reduction physically updates the graph node representing the reducible expression
(or redex) with the result of the reduction. Reductions may take place concurrently at different sites in the graph.
and this is the source of parallelism in GRIP.
A task is a sequential computation which executes a series of reductions whose purpose is to reduce some subgraph to (weak head) normal form. Tasks are the finest schedulable unit of concurrency in GRiP. and the set of
executable tasks is called the task pool. Each IMU holds part of the task pool, and idle PEs poll the 1:\,fUs to
l. Of course, graph reduction is not the only possible implementation technique for functional languages; or~ers model~ include the
Imperial FP~I sy!lem FP field and the Categorical Abslr:lc:l Mac:hineCou'"". Graph reduction lends itself parucularly easily lo parallel
2.

implementarions.
We argue elsewhere that i1 is unreasonable to expect func:tional-language progr:uns to nm as fast as their imper.1tivc progr:uns, bur liul
Ibis will become increasingly unimportant, provided that the performance loss is suflic:ienlly smal1Pcylll9b.
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request an executable task from the pool.
During its execution, a task may enc~unter a sub-graph wh~se value will be re~ui_red in the futur~. If so. _the task
creates a child task. by placing a pomter to the sub-graph tn the task pool: th1s ts called sparkmg a chtld. For
example. if a task is evaluating the expression ( E 1 + ~) where E 1 and E2 are arbitrary expressions, it may choose
to evaluate E 1 itself, and to spark a child to evaluate~ (whose value will certainly. be require!! in the future).
Subsequently the parent task will require the value of the sub-graph it sparked; in our example, after completing the
evaluation of E the parent will require the value of E2" In GRIP the parent simply rries to evaluate£~ just as if it
had never spar fed the child. There are then three possibilities:
(i)

The child task has not started execution, because no PEs were free. In this case the parent evaluates~ itself.
and the child task becomes an orphan.

(ii)

The child task has completed evaluation of E 2• and overwritten the root node of E 2 with its value. The
parent will therefore find that evaluating~ is rather easy, because it is already in normal form! The parent's
attempt to evaluate ~ then degenerates to a fetch of the evaluated result.

(iii)

The child task has begun to evaluate E 2 • l:r.1t has not completed. In this case the parent is suspended until the
child does complete its evaluation. Then the parent is resumed, and the situation is just like that of case (ii).

The suspension mechanism in case (iii) above also guarantees mutual exclusion between any two concurrent-tasks
which share a common subexpression. The second task to reach the subexpression will be suspended until the first
has completed its evaluation: the second task is then resumed.

3. The efficient generation and control of parallelism
We are bound to pay some overhead penalty in exchange for parallel execution. We believe, however, that an
unacceptable performance penalty will be paid if every opportunity for parallel execution is taken, irrespective of
whether there is spare processing capacity to exploit it. In other words, we believe that the key to high
performance is to pay the overheads of parallel execution only when there is spare capaciry available to uploit it,
and otherwise to e.tecute the program sequentially using all the shon-curs and optimisations that thereby become
available.
One way to achieve this goal is to require the programmer to take very close control over the way in which his or
her program is partitioned into parallel activities. This is what is required by an array processor, for example.
Unfommately, for complex programs, with irregular structure, figuring out how best to partition the program can
become extremely hard, and we believe that one of the prime merits of parallel functional programming is e:tactly
that it frees the programmer from being forced to specify this level of detaiL
Accordingly. we are interested in developing compile~time and run-time strategies for partitio~g and scheduling
the program. We do not expect these strategies to outperform a program explicitly scheduled by a programmer.
except perhaps for very complex programs. Instead, our goal is to do a sufficiently good job for practical purposes.
This section discusses some possible strategies.

3.1 Speculative and conservative parallelism
The first thing to consider is whether or not the result of a child task will actually be required. In our present
implementation of GRIP we make the simplifying assumption that a task is only sparked if it is cenain that its
result will be required. This is called conservative parallelism, in contrast to speculative parallelism. where a task
may be sparked if it is likely that its result will be required. Speculative parallelism is a sort of job-(;reation
scheme to usefully exploit idle processors. For example, consider the expression
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While E 1 is being evaluated, we could imagine speculatively starting parallel evaluation of E and E • 50 that some
2
3
progress had already been made by the time the evaluation of E 1 was complete.
It is well known that speculative parallelism raises many problems, which we summarise briefly as follow 5Huda8Ja:

• Speculative tasks compete for resources with vital tasks. In the example, there is danger that the machine will
spend all its resources evaluating E2 and E3, and never make progress with El" Hence, some son of priority
scheme is required.
• Speculative tasks may become vital. For example, if E 1 evaluates to True, the evaluation of E 2 becomes vital.
and should have its priority upgraded (and so should its children, and their children...).
• Speculative tasks may become useless. If E 1 evaluates to True, the evaluation of E3 is positively pernicious,
since it is consuming machine resources to compute a result which is now known not to be required. Hence the
task evaluating E3 must be killed (and its children, and their children...).
J

• The situation becomes more murky still when we realise that speculative and vital tasks may share subexpressions.
The unrestrained use of speculation therefore risks causing a lot of extra administration in return for modest
increases in parallelism, so GRIP only initiates conservative parallelism at present For the future, there are
situations where speculation seems inevitableBurt8Sa:
.. Indeterministic choice, where the programmer simply wants to select the result of whichever of two or more
computations completes first. Some of the computations may not terminate at all, so considerations of fairness
are involved here as well.
• Program aborts, where the programmer wants to abon a computation using "Control-C", without halting the
entire machine.
32 Achieving dynamic granulariry
Once we realise the costs imposed by parallelism, it becomes clear that we should strive to generate only enough
parallel activities to keep the machine busy, which will be some (small) constant multiple of the number of
processors in the machine. Our goal is to generate parallel tasks until the machine becomes "sufficiently" heavily
loaded, and then to run each task sequentially in the local memory of its processor, communicating with the rest of
the world only when necessary. When the load drops, new tasks should be generated again. Thus. as the machine
becomes loaded, each task runs longer sequential threads of execution. thereby dynamically increasing the grain
size.
The parent-ehild synchronisation mechanism in GRiP makes this particularly easy to achieve. Recall that a child
task does not notify the parent of its completion. This is in contrast to ALICE, FLAGSHIP, and Alfalfa, all of
which require the parent task to wait for notification from every child. This property has a number of important
consequences:
.. The length of threads of execution are maximised. The parent is only suspended if the child has begun
evaluation but not completed. In all other cases. the parent continues uninterrupted. In other words, the costs
of synchronisation are only paid if a collision actually takes place. In effect, the grain of execution is increased
dynamically .
• A task should never spark an expression it is about to evaluate. In the expression ( E l + E2), it woul~ be
possible for the parent to spark two children, for E 1 and Ez· However. the next action of the parent IS 10
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evaluate E 1 itself anyhow! Hence it is better for the parent to spark E2 and to evaluate E 1 itself.
• Orphan tasks can be discarded. A task in the task pool is held in the IMU that contains the root node of the
task. When an IMU fetches a newly-sparked task from the task pool, in response to a request from an idle PE,
it may first check to see if the graph specified by the task is already being. or has been, evaluated. If so. the task
is an orphan. and can simply be discarded.
• The system is free to discard sparks at will. This is possible because of the absence of explicit notification.
It may be desirable if the machine is heavily loaded. We think of sparks as advisory messages to the system,
giving advance warning that a sub-graph will later be evaluated, and thus giving the opportunity to evaluate it
in parallel. Discarding sparks has two beneficial effects for a heavily-loaded system:
(i)
(ii)

locality cannot be lost by the task migrating to another processor;
a parent<hild collision cannot take place, thereby reducing S}'IlChronisation overheads.

We regard this policy, of discarding sparks when the machine is sufficiently loaded, as extremely important It
allows us to run dynamically-sized tasks with efficiency approaching that of high-quality compiled sequential
implementations.
Of course the notion of "sufficiently loaded" is hard to quantify, but fonunately great precision is not required. In
the GRIP system. the System Manager cotnputes a slowly-varying load average and distributes it regularly to each
processor. (In a more distributed system, the load average could be computed using only local information.} Each
processor then decides whether or not to spark new tasks, by comparing this load average with some threshold
value. The value of this threshold, and the frequency of load average collection and distribution, is a matter for
experiment.
There is a risk of losing concurrency by this method. Consider a function which sparks several large arguments,
and then evaluates them sequentially, and suppose that these sparks were discarded because the machine was busy
at the time. Now, if machine becomes un-loaded midway through the execution of the function, it would be
committed to sequential evaluation of the remaining arguments, despite the abundance of idle processors!
We believe that the risk of loss of concurrency is far outweighed by the benefits of dynamic granularity, and but
this remains to be demonstrated.
3 3 The effect of scheduling policy

The scheduling policy governs which processor executes which executable task. There are two main
considerations: when a task should be scheduled. which affects memory usage; and where it should be executed,
which affects locality. We discuss the former immediately, and postpone discussion of the latter until a later
section.
In a conservative parallel regime, the order in which tasks are scheduled is immaterial, since all tasks are doing
useful work. Nevenheless, scheduling policy can have a substantial effect on the rate of growth of parallelism and
storage usage, as the Manchester dataflow group have discoveredRuggS7a. Far from Jacking parallelism, they
encountered serious problems because their machine's memory rapidly filled up with partly-executed tasks. This
led them to suggest two possible policies for scheduling sparked tasks: LIFO (last-sparked-first-scheduled) and
FIFO (first-sparked-first-scheduled). This decision has a dramatic effect on the rate of growth of parallelism in
divide-and-conquer algorithms, and hence on the storage used to hold partly-executed tasks.
In effect. LIFO scheduling explores the process tree in a depth-first manner. and FIFO scheduling in a breadth-first
manner. The former minimises storage usage while the latter maximises parallelism. Switching dynamically
between LIFO and FIFO scheduling allows this tradeoff to be adjusted at run time.

Similar effects have been observed in the Concen Multilisp systemHals86a in which depth-first execution is pursued
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by each individual processor, with breadth-first execution arising when processors steal tasks from each other's
taSk stacks.
The IMUs can easily implement such scheduling policies, provided the System Manager informs them regularly or
which policy to pursue. We also have the additional freedom to schedule resumed tasks before or after sparked
taSks, which should have a similar effect.
If we omit considerations of the amount of intermediate storage used, how much effect can scheduling policy have
on the overall speedup? At first it might appear that poor scheduling policies may give very bad processor
utilisation and seriously limit speedup. However, Eager, Zahorjan and Lazowska Eage86a show that for any workconservin~ scheduling policy the speedup for N processors must be larger than NA/(N+A+l), where A is the
average level of parallelism which would be auained by executing the same program with an unbounded nwnber of
processors. If A>>N, then this lower bound approaches N, which as good as we can hope for. This reassures us
that scheduling policy is comparatively unimportant to overall speedup for highly-parallel problems, a result which
is strongly supponed by Goldberg's experimentsGold88a_
3.4 Sequential and parallel versions

The loss of the efficiency of sequential code, coupled with the overhead of building closures, represents another
source of inefficiency. Suppose we have to compile code for the function g. where

and E 1 is some arbitrary expression. A sequential G-machine would build a closure (or graph) for E 1 and pass this
to f (this is call-by-need). Now suppose that f is known to evaluate its argument; one of the most imponant
optimisations of the G-machine is now to evaluate E 1 in-line before calling f (this is call-by-value, which is
substantially more efficient). In the G-machine jargon, we can use the E compilation scheme for E 1, instead of the
C scheme, because f is strict4 •
To generate maximum parallelism in a parallel machine the code for g should build a closure for E 1 in the heap,
spark it, and then enter the code for f (eager evaluation). However, if the machine is busy then call-by-value would
have been beuer, because the opportunity for parallel evaluation of E 1 cannot be exploited.
In general, the opponunities for in-line evaluation are exactly those where parallelism demands eager evaluation
(namely, where the function is known to evaluate its arguinent). The tension between these two evaluation
mechanisms is vitally important to the performance of the machine - by building closures we risk losing the
benefits of one of the most imponant G-machine optimisations, and yet in-line evaluation may lose opportunities
for parallelism.

This hidden cost. of building closures rather than evaluating them in-line, suggests that there should be two
versions of g. one of which has in-line evaluation of E 1, and one of which generates a closure for E 1 and sparks it
(the sequential version and parallel version respectively). The version of g which is used at run-time can be
chosen dynamically, depending as before on the load on the machine. While there are idle processors, we choose
3. A work-conserving !Cheduling discipline is one that never leaves idle a task that is eligible for execution wh<:n there is a processor
available.
4. This approach to par.illelism differs from our earlier wori:cbc86a. in which the application of g to its argumen!s was rewrinen to the
graph of (f E1). where the application node had a special run-time :JMotation to indicate a strict application. Then, c~al~on of (f E1)
was begun, and lhe evaluation mc:c:hanism (the four-stroke engine) spa.dced E1 when it found the annolation on the applicanon node.

If a closure must be built and spa.dccd, it is far better for the code for g to do this sparking in-line. In effect. !he annocarion is now
embedded in the code for g.
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function versions which generate lots of parallelism; then when all the processors are "busy enough", we switch 10
the (more efficient) sequential versions of the functions.
Generating multiple versions of the code for a function clearly involves a significant expansion in the size of the
code for the program. How much of a problem this will be depends very much ~n the panicular architecture, but
we observe that the size of the heaps required to run typical functional programs substantially exceeds the size of
the code so. to first order. code size is not a problem.

4. How to achie\'e locality
The memory of any scalable parallel machine is arranged in a hierarchy in which increasing size carries the cost of
increasing latency. For high performance it is essential that a large fraction of memory references are to local
memory; that is, a high degree of locality is essential.
There are two main techniques that can be used to increase locality in a graph-reduction machine, where the graph
is spread through the machine's memory:
• Wherever possible, ensure that a processor is working on local data.
• Use caching techniques to keep local copies of remote graph nodes.
There is one trivial way to ensure that each processor is always working on local data, namely to run the whole
program sequentially on a single processor. this observation shows up the fundamental tension between parallelism
and locality. It follows that the granularity-increasing techniques of the previous section. which suppress
unnecessary parallelism. will have the effect of increasing locality of reference as well; indeed, this is the main
motivation for increasing granularity. The section begins with a brief discussion of scheduling techniques to
improve locality.
The rest of the section focuses on the second technique for increasing locality, namely caching. We discuss a
number of ideas we are implementing in the GRIP machine, which have quite general applicability.
4.1 The effect of scheduling policy on localiry
In a parallel machine with distributed memory. the question of where a task is executed is of crucial imponance to
locality5•

There are some simple scheduling expedients which may increase locality. For example:
• We can ensure that tasks allocate new graph in their local memory, and flush it to their local IMU. so a task's
locus of activity should gradually become more and more local.
• We can attempt to resume ablocked task on the same PE which was executing it before it became blocked.
because that PE probably has much of the task's data in its cache (see the discussion below on caches).
In a more general setting, experiments by GoldbergGoldSSa and Eager er aJEage86b provide a good staning point for

further study. Happily. both conclude that simple scheduling policies work nearly as well as more complex ones.

S. It is not as imponant on GRIP because of the bus-based architecture:. We deliberately chose this organisation precisely because ii
allowed us to achieve good performance without solving this difficult problem!
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All these ideas concern run-time scheduling heuristics. Unfornmately, efficient algorithms for distributed-memory
multi~rocess~rs o~ten ~ely on distributi~g _the _key data structures for the problem across the memory of the
machme, which grves nse to a natural dtstnbutron of the tasks. This requires compile-time pre-planning of data
allocation policies, which is certainly a hard problem.
Currently, we make no attempt to perform this sort of planning. Instead, we rely on the caching strategies outlined
below to migrate the relevant data into the processor(s) which are accessing it, regardless of where the data was
first allocated. It would be interesting to study whether the benefits of more sophisticated compile-time planning
justify the costs of performing it.

42 Caching in a graph-reduction machine
Caching is a well-known technique for increasing locality by keeping copies of recently-referenced data, so that the
copy is rapidly available if the same data is referenced again. In a multiprocessor system with multiple caches, it is
essential to maintain coherence between the caches, so that all caches contain up-to-date copies of their data. which
is awkward if unrestricted writes are allowed. This problem has been effectively solved for bus-based
multiprocessors, using "bus-watching~ techniques, but appears much more intractable for non-bus-based
multiprocessors.
However, it turns out that cache coherence is not a problem in a graph-reduction system, because arbitrary writes
are not permitted. The natural unit of caching is a single graph node, which may or may not be in normal form:
.. When a graph node is not in normal form, only one task will be allowed to access it, so the processor running
that task can cache it freely. Other tasks attempting to access the node will be blocked until it has been updated
with its normal form.
• When a graph node is in normal form, it can never change any funher, so it can be freely cached by any
processor that wishes to do so.
In other words. the same mechanism that deals with synchronisation between tasks also ensures that all accessible

nodes are cacheable with no loss of coherence. This is a significant benefit: to our knowledge, no viable automatic
cache-coherence scheme for an arbitrary multiprocessor has even been proposed, let alone implemented.
Functional languages are often praised for their clean semantics, deriving from the absence of side effects. II is
rather pleasant to discover the same property leading to a significant architectural benefit, with imponant
consequences for performarrce.

43 Exploiting a Mo-level store
The GRIP hardware provides a two-level address space: the fast, private memory in the PEs (the local address
space) providing a simple read/write interface and the slower, larger, shared memory in the IMUs (the global
address space) providing a more sophisticated interface. The former is an order of magnitude faster than the latter.
and the two are addressed in different ways. This is tinlike the flat address-space provided by commerciallyavailable bus-based multiprocessors, and by the FLAGSHIP machine. In these machines, each PE's local memory
forms a part of a single global address space.
The IMU address space also has two levels. Each GRlP' board contains four PEs and one IMU, so that access to the
on-board IMU has a somewhat lower latency than access to an off-board IMU. though the protocol is identical.
A flat address space is certainly an easier model to use from a programming point of view, but we believe that a
two-level address space has important advantages which make it wonh careful consideration. We make some:
preliminary observations.
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There is a clear analogy with the registers of a conventional CPU. which form a separate address space from the
main memory. and whose effective exploitation is crucial to high performance. Indeed, the recent trend is to
increase the size of the register set, rather than to eliminate it in favour of a fiat address space.

~

The use of a fiat one-level address space requires an effective caching system implemented in hardware. since
every memory access is made to this address space. Unfonunately, the usual cache-management hardware
sll1lctures are probably inappropriate, because of the lack of spatial locality, the need to set lock bits when
fetching non-local graph nodes, and the variable size of graph nodes. It is particularly inappropriate for the
GRIP system. because of our use of intelligent memories: conventional cache technology depends on a simple
read/write interaction of the processor with memory, whereas we use a more sophisticated processor-memory
interaction protocol.

• Graph nodes in the PE's private address space need less administrative information attached to them. because
they cannot be accessed by other tasks concurrently. Hence, manipulation of local data is likely to be faster
than manipulation global data, even discounting the effects of latency .
• As we discuss below, it is possible for a PE to garbage<ollect its local store independently of the rest of the
system. This is an important benefit which is not easily available in a fiat address space.
Just as compilers strive to use the registers effectively in a CPU, so we use the local PE memory as a large,
explicitly-managed cache. Local memory is used. of course. for system software residing in the processor, and we
devote all the remaining local memory to implement a local heap, which acts as a cache for the global heap.
A task running on a particular processor allocates new graph nodes in the processor's local heap. The new nodes
are not immediately written out to the global heap. Indeed, they may never be written out, because each local heap
has the important property that it can be garbage-collected independently of the rest of the system. Thus a node
may be allocated, used, and garbage<ollected locally without ever migrating into the global heap. (This can be
thought of as a sophisticated form of write-back cache: data is not written back into main memory if it is known to
be garbage.)
When a task needs to access a non-local graph node, it fetches it and creates a local copy in its heap, including with
the l~al copy a pointer back to the original non-local node.
Whenever a task updates a local node with its normal form, it must also check whether it is a local copy of a global
node; if so, it must also write the normal form out to the global node. in case there are tasks blocked on it. Of
course, if the local node has no global counterpart. no further action need be taken.
When the local heap becomes too full, local copies of global nodes can be discarded freely; they will be reloaded
again if they are required. (This corresponds to flushing a datum out of a cache.) If it is still too full. local nodes
without global counterparts can be flushed out of the cache by allocating them as new nodes in the global heap.
All of this results in rather a fine grain of non-local access. For example. if a task is iterating down a non-local list.
each list node would be fetched individually. This problem affects all caches, and the Standar~ solution is tO fetch
rather more data than is actually required. in the hope that the extra data will subsequently prove useful.
Conventional caches normally prefetch data which is physically adjacent to the data actually required. but in our
siruation it would clearly be beuer to prefetch data pointed to by the required node. In this way, larger units of dara
can be fetched from non-local memory. (How much ~xtra data should be prefetched will certainly be specific to
the particular architecture.)
There is an important complication: it is dangerous to prefetch unevaluated objects. When a node is fetched into a
processor's local memory, the global copy must be locked to prevent other tasks from attempting to evauate it.
The danger is that if the node is prefetched, it will thereby be locked even though the prefetching processor may
never evaluate it. Other tasks may then block indefinitely on the node.
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4.4 Local heap ITUJnagemenr
In order for the local heap to be independently garbage-collectable, it is essential for lhe processor to have
knowledge of all the pointers into the local heap. This raises an interesting design issue: should it be possible for
pointers into a particular processor's local heap to exist elsewhere in the system? For example, should it be

possible for a global node in an IMU to point to a local node in some processor's local heap?
If this is allowed, then the processor has to maintain an "entty table", which contains an entry for each such
inbound pointer. Then these entries can be used as starting-points for garbage collection. and the indirection they

provide allows the garbage collector to move nodes aroWJd within the local heap. Furthermore, the processor bas
to be prepared to service remote requests from other processors, and to implement lhe complete task
synchronisation mechanism on local nodes.
We have elected to take the alternative view: no pointers can e."Cist from{)utside a processor into its local heap.
This obviates the need for an entry table, and allows the processor to concentrate on graph reduction without
concern about being unavailable to service remote fetch requests. Furthermore, a local node can be accessed
without fear that a remote fetch is simultaneously accessing it. Nevertheless, our approach carries its own costs.
For example. a task sparks a child task by placing a pointer to the subgraph representing the child in the task pool
held in an IMU. If there are to be no pointers into the processor's local memory, the entire subgraph representing
the task must be tlushed into global memory. (Here is another strong reason to avoid unnecessary sparks!)
4.5 Global heap management

The IMUs support an instruction set which includes allocation of variable-sized graph nodes, and synchronised
access to these {cf Section 2.1.1). Garbage collection is performed using a variant of Baker's copying collector.
There are three phases:
• First there is a global synchronisation, in which all PEs and I.MUs agree to start garbage collection.
• All the processors perform a local garbage collection and tell the IMUs about each pointer into the global heap
which they hold. The IMUs move the indicated node from From-space into To-space, and respond with new
location of the node. This corresponds to "copying the roots" in a normal Baker collector.
• Now the processors can revert to graph reduction, while theJMUs concurrently scavenge To-space in the usual
manner, communicating directly with each other when they encounter inter-IMU references. The usual Baker
real-lime method can be used to ensure that processors only have To-space pointers.
Thus, the vast bulk of global garbage collection is performed autonomously by the IMUs, which are highly
optimised for just this kind of pointer-manipulation.
4.6 Stacks, blocking and resumption

Two sorts of graph node deserve special attention, namely stack segments. and function code blocks, which we
discuss in this section and the next.
As mentioned earlier, each task uses an evaluation stack in a similar way to conventional compiled programs.
When a task becomes blocked, this stack forms pan of its state which must be preserved so that it can be resumed
later.

We implement the stack by allocating a fixed-size local graph node, called a stack segment•. to use~ stack space
for the task. If the stack overflows this node, we allocate a new stack segment, copy up the top sectJon of tbe_ old
stack into the new one, and place a link in the new stack segment back to the old one. When the srack shrinks
again, we discard the new segment and revert to tbe old one.
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Stacks are thereby regarded as perfeclly ordinary graph nodes, an~ can be flushed out into global memory like &4:tolher node. (Of course. we don't actually flush the unused words m a stack segment.) When a task is blocked, its
stack is tidied up. flushed into global memory, and a pointer to the topmost segment is attached to the blocking
node. When the blocking node is finally updated with its final value. the IMU places the pointer to the stack object
into the task pool. where any processor may pick it up, load in the stack, and re~e the task.
We implement the following optimisation to this scheme. When a task is blocked, a pointer to its current
processor is attached to the blocking node. Meanwhile. the processor maintains a task table containing pointers to
the suspended tasks which it is holding. When the node is updated. the IMU sends notification of this fact to the
processor concerned, which can then resume the task when it next has an opportunity. In this way. the task's stack
never gets flushed. On the other band, if the processor needs to clear some local heap space, it may flush the
suspended stack. and inform the IMU of its (now global) location.

4.7 Function code blocks
Each closure in the heap contains a code-pointer and some arguments. But to what does the code-pointer point?
One method is to place the code for the closure in another graph node, and point to that. When a PE needs to
execute the code, it dynamically loads the graph node in the usual way from the IMU which holds it, unless it
already bas a copy of that node. Since the PE's local heap will nonnally be significantly larger than the code for
the program being executed, the local heap will eventually contain all the code for the currently-executing
program.
Regarding code as graph nodes is elegant. because it provides a uniform way to garbage-collect code that is no
longer in use, which in tum allows "eternal" programs to be written, such as operating systems.
Unfonunately. it also prevents the code being executed as efficiently as a sequential machine. For example, a
rerum address pushed on the stack now has to be a pointer to a proper graph node, rather than a simple code
address, because by the time it is activated the code to which it points may have been flushed or moved. In general,
a layer of address trans/arion is added ro almost every control transfer in che implementation.
A better alternative is to use a conventional paging system in each processor to handle executable code. Code
c!xhibits substantial spatial locality (in conuast to arbitrary graph nodes). so the communication system would be
used more efficiently by moving pages at a time rather than individual function code segments. Paged-out pages
can be represented in the global address space as graph nodes, but when they are paged in they become pan of the
processors local address space, with conventional hardware address-translation support.

We regard this as the right way to go, but GRIP does not support paged virtual memory, so for the present we load
each processor with the code for the whole program.

5. Related work
A number of groups are working on parallel graph reduction machines, but so far only a few designs have been
implemented.
The ALICE multiprocessocDarlSl:a, built at Imperial College, is probably the first genuine parallel graph reduction
machine. The graph is held (only) in a global memory connected to the processors by a switching network, and
scheduling is on the basis of individual reduction steps. The processors and memory units are built from
transputers running Occam, which imposes a layer of interpretation on many operations. As a result of these
factors the machine is quite slow, but quite a lot has been learned from itHarr86a.
The Alfalfa and Buckwheat systems, built by Ben GoldbergGoldSS:a, are impressive implementations of compiled
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parallel. graph r:duction on an Intel H~r~ube multicompu~er ~d an Encore Multimax bus-based multiprocessor
respecuv.el.y. Ht.s sys.tems are broadly sm.ular to ours. but differ m many imponant details (for example. children
use exphc!l nouficauon to reawaken thetr parents; and tasks do not use an evaluation stack). Each graph node
carries quite large amounts of administration infonnation, so it seems likely that his systems pay a fairly heavy
overhead for parallelism whether or not the machine has capacity to exploit it.
The Flagship projectWats87a, W:atsS7b is far more wide-ranging than ours, but part of it concerns the architecture and
organisation of the parallel graph reduction machine itself. and a prototype has been built. The architecture
provides a fiat address space, and this is the main source of differences between their approach and ours. They are
clearly targetted at a scalable arcrutecrure, and so the issues of scheduling and locality are of crucial imponance to
them. One aspect of this is that Flagship has a rather sophisticated (perhaps oversophisticated?) mechanism for
distributing work thorough the machine.
Other projects with well-advanced designs include the Dutch Parallel Reduction Machine projectBrus87a. the Mars
projectC:astS6a and the PAM projectLoogS&a.

6. Summary
Our overall goal is to execute functional programs on a parallel machine. where each processor runs with efficiency
broadly comparable with a sequential implementation, except when communication and synchronisation are
unavoidable. We believe this goal is achievable, and expect to have a working implementation of the ideas we
have discussed by the middle of 1989.
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